Spanish 1 Blackboard Instructions April 20-24
To access Blackboard go to the CLEVER portal. If you are using a district computer this will be on your desktop but if not
you will need to go to the SHAW website and click “digital tools” at the bottom and then find the CLEVER portal. From
there click on “blackboard”. Find our Spanish class and you are ready to begin! In Blackboard the two main tabs on the
left we will be using are “COURSEWORK” and “SUBMIT ASSIGNMENTS”. COURSEWORK is similar to an online
textbook and you will never turn anything in here. SUBMIT ASSIGNMENTS is where you will submit work to me. First go
to “coursework” then click on “capítulo 4 ¿Qué comemos y dónde?” and begin making your way through the following
assignments. If you are not able to open a link to complete an assignment try using CHROME or a different browser. If it
still doesn’t work just move on to the next assignment that you are able to do. Just do your best, I am looking for
completion not perfection!!

9.4-9 Gramática: -ER and -IR verbs
In this section watch the video on the explanation of -er and -ir verb endings (also see images below) If
you need more examples search “er and ir verbs in Spanish” on Youtube. -Go back to the "submit
assignments" tab on the left, click "capítulo 4 assignments". Open the 4-9 Gramática folder and complete
the assignments 4-9A through 4-9G for this week using your new knowledge of -er and -ir verb endings.

*4-9 A Directions: Click on the link tittle ESCUCHAR next to the instructions to listen to the audio file. Listen to
the conjugated verbs and decide if they are referring to one person or more than one. Remember, verbs that
end in o, es, e are singular (referring to one person) and verbs that end in emos/imos, is/eis, en are plural
(referring to more than one person). For example, number one says “José lee el periódico” (Jose reads the
newspaper). Since the verb is singular (lee) and I know “José” is one person, for number one select “one
person”.
*4-9 B Directions: Type in the correct endings for nosotros (we) for -er verbs and -ir verbs. For example, if it
were asking for -ar verbs I would type in the ending “amos” as my answer. See images above or re-watch the
youtube explanation on -er and -ir verbs if you are still not sure.
*4-9 C Directions: Complete the paragraphs by finishing the endings of the started verb according to the given
subject. For example, the first sentence says “Yo viv___ en California y asist___ a una escuela secundaria.” I
first find the subject, “yo”. I know that the ending for “yo” is “o” so finish the sentence by conjugating and
changing it to “Yo vivo en California y asisto a una escuela secundaria.”
*4-9 D Directions: Rewrite the sentence with the new subject. First identify the verb in the first sentence and
then take off the ending and conjugate the verb according to the new subject. For example, number one says:
Vivo en Nueva York.

(I live in New York)

Nosotros ________________________________. (We live in New York)
The first sentence is in the “Yo” form because it ends in “o”. So I take off the ending and am left with “viv-”
Vivir is an -ir verb and I know the nosotros ending for ‘ir’ verbs is “imos”. So the new sentence will be
“Nosotros vivimos en Nueva York”.

*4-9 E Directions: Just like you did in 4-9 A, click the link to listen to the audio and then decide if they are
referring to one person or more than one person. Remember, verbs that end in o, es, e are singular (referring
to one person) and verbs that end in emos/imos, is/eis, en are plural (referring to more than one person). For
example, number one says “José lee el periódico” (Jose reads the newspaper). Since the verb is singular (lee)
and I know “José” is one person, for number one select “one person”. See if you can do any better the second
time around 😊
*4-9 F Directions: Click on the given link and listen to the audio. Pay attention to the verb endings in the
sentences to know WHO the subject is. For example, number one says “Vivo aqui”. Since I know that “o” is
always for “yo” I will choose the answer “YO” as my subject. Remember that each subject has a different
ending:

*4-9 G Directions: Click and listen to the audio. You will hear a series of questions with three possible answers
for each one. Select that best answer to each question. For example, number one’s audio says:
“¿Qué
comes cuando tienes hambre?” (what do you eat when you are hungry?) And the answer options are:
A.
Comes una ensalada. (You eat a salad) B. Como una ensalada. (I eat a salad) C. ¿Qué comes? (what do
you eat?) Since the question aks “¿Qué comes…..” I know I am asking “What do YOU eat?” In order to answer
the question and say “I eat” choose B. “Como una ensalada.” Pay attention to who is being asked the
question to know how to respond. Below are the subject pronouns for reference.

